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Due Diligence: 8 Arguments that Don’t 
Work 
If you’re ever prosecuted for an OHS 
violation, you have 2 shots of winning at 
trial. The first is by showing that you didn’t 
commit the violation you’re charged with. 
If that doesn’t work, you can still avoid 
liability by using the due diligence defence, 
i.e., proving you took all reasonably 
necessary steps to prevent the violation 
and ensure safety. Most due diligence 
litigation is about what “reasonable steps” 
are required. Rule of thumb: You’re not 
required to prevent all incidents, injuries 
and violations, only the ones that you did 
or should have reasonably foreseen. How 
you do that depends on the facts of the 
case. But here are 8 common arguments 
that almost never work. 

1. “It Wasn’t Foreseeable Because It 
Never Happened Before”

There’s no such thing as a “free first bite.” 
If a hazard is foreseeable, the fact that 
it never happened before is no defence. 
Example: During machine servicing, a 
ram broke causing the attached beam to 
fall on a mechanic’s head. The fact that 
the operation had performed thousands 
of times before without the ram breaking 
was no defence since the employer knew it 
could happen and didn’t take the necessary 
precautions to ensure it didn’t, the Ontario 
court ruled [R. v. Dana Canada Corp.,].

2. “We Had a Safety Policy but They 
Didn’t Follow It”

Simply having a safety policy or procedure 
isn’t enough if that policy or procedure is:

 � Not in writing;

 � Unclear;
...continued on page 2

Sources of Workplace Safety Law
“Best practices” A set of procedures 
informally accepted as being effective in 
ensuring health and safety and which may 
be used by judges, prosecutors, inspectors 
and others to determine whether an 
employer or company did everything 
reasonably necessary to ensure workplace 
health and safety in compliance with OHS 
laws

“Due diligence” A legal defence that enables 
a defendant to avoid liability for OHS 
violations committed by showing that they 
took all reasonable steps to comply with 
the law and ensure health and safety

“Industry standards” A set of criteria followed 
by an industry, whether via written code or 
informal practice, to perform functions and 
operations safely and which may be used 
by judges, prosecutors, inspectors and 
others to determine whether an employer 
or company in the industry took reasonable 
steps to ensure health and safety

“Legislation” Written laws adopted by a 
federal, provincial or municipal legislature 
made up of elected officials that must get 
enough votes to pass

“Regulations” Written rules created by 
the government agency responsible for 
overseeing the Act that flesh out the 
specific details implementing the Act 

“Statutes” (aka “Acts”) Pieces of legislation 
enacted by a federal, provincial or municipal 
legislature—in the context of workplace 
safety typically referred to as Occupational 
Health and Safety, or OHS Acts

“Voluntary Standards” Nonbinding codes 
issued by nongovernment organizations 
like the CSA, ANSI and NFPA, industry 
codes and best practices that list specific 
technical details needed to achieve health 
and safety goals, e.g., for fall protection 
or machine guarding, and which can 
become legally binding via incorporation 
by reference into OHS regulations 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/oncj/doc/2008/2008oncj644/2008oncj644.html
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...8 Arguments continued from cover

Common 
excuses 

and false 
assumptions to 
avoid in judging 
the adequacy 
of your OHS 
measures

 � Not effectively explained to workers;

 � Routinely ignored or inadequately enforced.

3. “It Was the Worker’s Fault”

The possibility of workers’ messing up or failing to use 
required safety measures is a foreseeable risk that you 
must take into account via a robust OHS program. Example: 
Defying all safety rules, an experienced electrician who 
should’ve known better is electrocuted while performing 
work on energized equipment without wearing 
protective clothing and equipment. But the Nova 
Scotia court holds the employer responsible for 
the electrician’s “tragic miscalculation” citing its 
failure to implement an OHS program, safety 
manuals and written safe work procedures [R. v. 
R.D. Longard Services Ltd.].  

4. “The Victim Was Drunk/High”

Evidence of a victim’s impairment doesn’t 
automatically get you off the hook for OHS 
liability. You still must show you took all 
reasonable steps to protect the victim. Example: 
An experienced trucker standing directly behind 
the tailgate is fatally buried in an avalanche 
of materials that he unloosed on himself. The 
employer relies on the high levels of morphine found in the 
victim’s system to deny liability for the incident. But the 
BC Tribunal rejects its due diligence defence because the 
victim wasn’t directly supervised or trained in the dangers 
of doing his job while impaired [WCAT-2016-00178 (Re),].

5. “It Was the Subcontractor’s Fault” 

Prime contractors, aka constructors, in charge of safety 
and OHS compliance at multi-employer sites can’t blame 
their contractors and subcontractors for failing to control 
hazards on the site. Example: A roofing subcontractor’s 
worker not wearing fall protection falls off a ladder. The 
prime contractor blames the subcontractor but the BC 
Tribunal holds the prime contractor responsible for 
not having an adequate system in place to oversee and 
supervise the contractors and subcontractors at the site 
[WCAT-2013-03358 (Re)].

6. “It Was the Prime Contractor’s Fault” 

While prime contractors have primary they don’t have 
exclusive responsibility for safety at a multi-employer site. 
Contractors and subcontractors at the site also have basic 
OHS responsibilities to protect their own workers. Example: 

An inexperienced and unsupervised temp working for 
a subcontractor is injured after falling through a wall 
opening. The subcontractor blames the prime contractor 
since it was in charge of safety at the site. But the Alberta 
court doesn’t buy it and chides the subcontractor for not 
taking “any steps whatsoever” for the temp’s safety despite 
being his “employer” under the OHS Act [R. v. Canadian 
Consolidated Salvage Ltd. (Clearway Recycling)]. 

7. “Blame It on Human Error” 

News flash: Human beings make mistakes. 
Exercising due diligence is about recognizing 
this fact and taking reasonable steps to 
prevent the mistakes that are foreseeable. 
So, blaming incidents, injuries and violations 
on “human error” is a complete non-starter. 
Example: A WorkSafeBC inspector cites an 
excavation company for not getting the required 
underground location of utility services before 
starting work on the site. The company admits 
the violation but chalks it up to an “oversight due 
to human error.” The BC Tribunal pooh-poohs 
the argument noting that almost all accidents 
are due to human error [WCAT-2012-00070]. 

8. “Our Safety Procedures Are First Rate”

Implementing good safety procedures, training, supervision 
and other administrative measures aren’t enough if the 
OHS regulations require the use of engineering and physical 
controls to manage a hazard. Example: Ontario court 
acknowledges that a steel mill’s “workplace procedures 
and enhancements” enhanced safety but rejects its due 
diligence defence because the mill didn’t implement 
required machine guards [R. v. Dofasco Inc.]. 

COMPLIANCE ALERT

Ontario: MOL Reveals Its 2019 OHS Inspection Targets 
Is your workplace on the MOL’s hit list?     

That crucial question is much easier to answer now that the Ministry of Labour (MOL) has released its slate of scheduled 
inspections for 2019. To prepare and avoid surprises, check the Tables below to find out when each inspection campaign 
begins, the health and safety issues it focuses on and the sectors it covers. 

Table 1. New Ontario MOL OHS Inspection Initiatives for 2019

Inspection Dates (2019 unless 
otherwise indicated)

Focus  Target Sector(s) 

Feb 1 to Mar 29 Machine Guarding Industrial 

Feb 3 to Mar 13 PPE Construction 

April 1 to Mar 31, 2020 Ergonomics Municipalities 

April 1 to Mar 31, 2020 General Work Site Health & Safety Hotels 

April 15 to Jul 12 Slips, Trips & Falls All Sectors 

Jul 15 to Aug 30 New & Young Workers Industrial 

Aug 6 to Sept 27 Suspended Access Equipment Construction

Aug 6 to Sept 27 Ground Control Mining 

Aug 16 to Sept 27 Workplace Violence Prevention Health Care 

Oct 1 to Dec 27 Musculoskeletal Disorders & Respiratory Hazards All Sectors 

Feb 3, 2020 to Mar 13, 2020 Group Homes Health Care

Feb 17, 2020 to Mar 31, 2020 Machine Guarding Industrial 

In addition to these new targeted inspection initiatives, the MOL will spend the first 3 months of 2019 wrapping up the 
scheduled inspection campaigns it began last year, as summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. Current Ontario MOL OHS Inspection Initiatives Continuing in 2019

Completion Date (2019) Focus Target Sector(s) 

March 31 Internal Responsibility System – Newly Registered Small Businesses Industrial

March 31 Internal Responsibility System Construction 

March 31 Internal Responsibility System – Occupational Disease Prevention Mining

March 31 Electrical/Mechanical – Mine Hoist Plants Mining

March 31 Internal Responsibility System - Workplace Violence Prevention Health Care

March 31 Chemical Handling – Chemical Manufacturing Cross-Sector

March 31 WHMIS Cross-Sector

March 31 Ergonomics Related to Falls (Ladders, Stairs, Access Platforms) Cross-Sector

March 31 Musculoskeletal Disorder Prevention in Metal Fabrication Cross-Sector

March 31 Municipalities Cross-Sector

June 30 Health Care High Hazards Health Care 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nspc/doc/2015/2015nspc20/2015nspc20.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nspc/doc/2015/2015nspc20/2015nspc20.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcwcat/doc/2016/2016canlii18124/2016canlii18124.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcwcat/doc/2013/2013canlii80101/2013canlii80101.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abpc/doc/2012/2012abpc133/2012abpc133.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abpc/doc/2012/2012abpc133/2012abpc133.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcwcat/doc/2012/2012canlii14299/2012canlii14299.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2007/2007onca769/2007onca769.html
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FEATURE ARTICLE

JHSCs: The 8 Things Safety Directors Must Know to Comply 
with JHSC Training Requirements

Under the IRS (Internal Responsibility System) theory 
of collective responsibility on which Canadian OHS law 
is based, joint health safety committees (JHSCs) play a 
huge role in ensuring workplace safety. That’s why most 
jurisdictions require employers to ensure that JHSC 
members receive at least some special training in how 
to carry out their duties and functions. But the specific 
requirements vary by jurisdiction. Here’s a rundown of the 
8 things safety directors need to know to comply.

1. What JHSC Training Is

Like other workers, JHSC members must get training to 
perform their jobs safely and effectively. Such training may 
include internal workplace safety education and specialized 
training from govt.-approved providers, e.g., for electrical 
work or machine operation. The JHSC training this article 
discusses shouldn’t be confused with these other kinds of 
training; JHSC training is a specialized course of instruction 
designed to prepare the trainee to perform his/her roles 
and responsibilities as a JHSC member. It typically covers:

 � The jurisdiction’s OHS Act and regulations;

 � The JHSC’s functions and duties;

 � Preparation to perform hazard assessment and control, 

workplace inspections and investigations, work refusals 
and other JHSC functions;  

 � The rights and responsibilities of JHSC members;

 � JHSC procedures and meetings; and

 � JHSC recommendations. 

2. Which Jurisdictions Require JHSC Training

JHSC member training is mandatory in every jurisdiction 
except Nova Scotia, PEI and Québec where such training is 
recommended by government guidelines.   

3. Who Pays for Training

As with other forms of training required by OHS laws, 
JHSC member training must be provided at the employer’s 
expense. In addition, the time taken for required training 
counts as regular work hours that can’t be deducted from 
the JHSC member’s wages or benefits.

4. Which Members Must Receive Training

Because employers are on the hook for both training costs 
and members’ time in receiving it, the question of which 
JHSC members must be trained is significant. Table 1 below 
summarizes the different approaches: 

Table 1: JHSC Members that Must Receive Training, by Jurisdiction

All JHSC members BC, NB, MB

JHSC Co-Chairs AB, NW/NU2, SK2, YK

At least 1 worker + 1 employer member ON

Not Specified 1 FED, NL3

Notes
(1) OHS laws say training must be provided to JHSC “members” but not how many or who those 
members are
(2) In SK and NT/NU, guidelines suggest that training also be delivered to alternate co-chairs
(3) In NL, requirements differ depending on how many workers are in the workplace: 

 �50 or more workers: training must be provided to “members”
 � 10 to 49 workers:  training must be provided only to co-chairs 

What’s At Stake: Why JHSC Training Is So Important

In addition to compromising the committee’s 
effectiveness, failure to ensure that JHSC members get 
the required training can result in significant OHS fines. 
Exhibit A: An Ontario company that manufactures 
building parts for commercial farms was fined $10,000 
and its corporate director another $5,000 for failing to 
comply with an MOL order demanding that it establish 
a workplace JHSC and ensure that at least one worker 
and one management representative complete JHSC 
certification training [Syri-Con Corporation].

Defining Our Terms: JHSC Member = Health and Safety 
Rep

The information in this article about training JHSC 
members also applies to health and safety representatives, 
i.e., individuals who exercise the equivalent functions of 
committees at smaller workplaces. In other words, JHSC 
and safety rep. training rules are the same except where we 
indicate otherwise. 

Certification of JHSC Member Training

In Ontario, New Brunswick and BC, JHSC training must 
be certified via documentation indicating the member 
successfully completed the training and listing the dates. 
Exception: In Ontario, health and safety reps must be 
trained to carry out their duties competently but don’t 
have to be certified the way JHSC members do. Alberta 
may also require certification but hasn’t yet published its 
JHSC training guidance.

5. When JHSC Members Must Receive Training  

Three of the 11 jurisdictions where JHSC training is required 
specify when training must be completed:

 � BC: As soon as practicable and no longer than 6 months 
after being designated a JHSC member (unless the 
member received the required training while on that or 
another JHSC in the past 2 years);

 � New Brunswick: Within 12 months after designation 
(unless the member already received that training before 
designation)—except at construction sites, where the 
member must have taken the training before, and only 
before, designation; 

 � Yukon: Within 90 days of designation.  

In Ontario, JHSC (but not health and safety rep.) training 
must be renewed via a 6.5-hour refresher course every 3 
years. Under federal law, employers must review their JHSC 
training program at least once every 3 years or more often 
in response to changes in circumstances that may affect 
the training’s effectiveness. 

6. How Long the Training Program Takes 

Several jurisdictions specify the minimum length of JHSC 
member training, including:

 � ON: 32.5 hours initial + 6.5 hours refresher training every 
3 years after that (there are no such specific criteria for 
training of reps.); and 

 � NB: Training must be delivered over a period of at least 3 
days but Regs. don’t specify number of hours.

7. Interplay between JHSC Member Training & 
Education Leave Rights 

Some jurisdictions give JHSC members education leave, 
i.e., the right to take time off for any OHS training with no 
loss of pay or benefits. It’s important to understand that 

education leave is in addition to required JHSC training. But 
there are also subtle differences in approach. Thus, in BC, 
each JHSC member and health and safety rep. gets annual 
education leave of 8 hours and 4 hours, respectively, in 
addition to time off for required JHSC training. In MB, 
members also get educational leave of up to 16 hours or 
the hours in 2 normal work shifts, whichever is greater, but 
it’s unclear whether that leave is in addition to JHSC training 
hours. In Sask. and Alberta, where JHSC training is required 
just for co-chairs, any JHSC member has the right to take 
leave to attend OHS training of: 

 � Sask.: Up to 5 working days per year, provided that the 
member requests it; and

 � Alberta: 16 hours or 2 normal work shifts, whichever is 
greater. 

8. Who Must Provide Training

Most jurisdictions require training to be provided by the 
government OHS agency or an approved third party vendor 
offering an approved course. In MB and under federal 
law, employers must develop and provide the training 
themselves. 

Table 2: Who Must Provide Required JHSC Training, by Jurisdiction

Employer FED1, MB2, YK

Govt. or Govt-Approved Provider/Course AB, NB3, ON4

Doesn’t Specify NL, SK, NWT5, NU5

Notes
(1) Federally-regulated employers must create the training program in consultation with the 
workplace JHSC 
(2) In MB, employers must provide the JHSC training at the workplace
(3) In NB, training must be provided at workplace by WorkSafeNB or trainer approved by 
WorkSafeNB to provide training for that workplace
(4) In ON, the certification training requirements pertain only to JHSC members and not health 
and safety reps.
(5) In NT/NU, JHSC members, co-chairs and reps. can attend training courses, programs or 
seminars without loss of pay or benefits, provided that the training is provided by the WSCC or 
a WSCC-approved provider

Handling Work 
Refusals and 

Avoiding Reprisal 
Complaints

MARCH 27, 2019 | OHSINSIDER.COM

https://ohsinsider.com/upcoming-webinars
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KNOW THE LAWS
Required OHS Training for JHSC Members & Health & Safety 
Representatives 
In addition to the regular training required to do their 
jobs safely and effectively, workers who serve on JHSCs 
or as health and safety representatives must get training 
and instruction to perform their roles and responsibilities 
as a JHSC member or safety rep. Such training, which is 
mandatory in 11 jurisdictions, typically addresses:   

 � The jurisdiction’s OHS Act and regulations;
 � The JHSC’s functions and duties;
 � Preparation to perform hazard assessment and control, 
workplace inspections and investigations, work refusals 
and other JHSC functions;  

 � The rights and responsibilities of JHSC members;
 � JHSC procedures and meetings; and
 � JHSC recommendations. 

Here’s a summary of the JHSC/safety rep. training rules in each 
jurisdiction:

FEDERAL: Employer must: i. Ensure committee members 
and health and safety reps. get prescribed health and safety 
training and are informed of their OHS responsibilities (Can. 
Labour Code, Sec. 125(1)(z.01); ii. Develop above training 
in consultation with committee/rep.; and iii. Review it at 
least every 3 years or sooner if changes in circumstances 
suggest revision is necessary (Committee/Reps. Reg.: Sec. 
14(1)).

ALBERTA: Employer or prime contractor must: i. Ensure 
committee co-chairs and/or health and safety reps. get 
training in duties and functions; ii. Let members or reps. 
who give reasonable notice take leave for health and safety 
training of up to 16 hours or hours worked in 2 regular 
shifts, whichever is greater (OHS Act, Sec. 29); iii. Training 
must be provided by approved trainer following approved 
training criteria (OHS Code, Sec. 201). 

BC: i. Committee members get annual education leave of 
up go 8 hours and health and safety reps. get up to 4 hours 
to take WorkSafeBC-approved courses with no loss of pay 
or benefits (Workers’ Comp. Act, Sec. 135); ii. In addition 
to education leave, members must get at least 8 hours 
and reps. at least 4 hours of instruction and training on 
JHSC duties and functions and other issues listed in Sec. 
3.27(4) of Regs. as soon as practicable and no later than 6 
months after designation—unless member or rep. already 
received the required training in the past 2 years, e.g., as a 
result of being on a different committee; iii. Employer must 
ensure that it gets a training record from the trainee as 
soon as practicable after training is completed and keeps 
that record for at least 2 years after he/she stops being a 

committee member or rep. (OHS Regs., Sec. 3.27).   

MANITOBA: i. Employer or prime contractor must ensure 
committee members and/or health and safety reps. are 
trained to perform their duties competently (WSH Act, 
Secs. 40(13), 41(8), respectively); ii. Members and reps. 
get annual education leave of up to 16 hours or 2 normal 
work shifts, whichever is greater, to take approved training 
with no loss of pay or benefits; iii. No education leave for 
committee members at construction or seasonal sites 
(WSH Act, Sec. 44).

NEW BRUNSWICK: Employer must ensure: i. Committee 
members at non-construction sites have taken a JHSC 
education training program meeting Training & Designated 
Trades Reg. (“Reg.”) criteria before designation or take 
one within 12 months of designation (OHS Act, Sec. 14.1); 
ii. Committee members at construction sites have taken 
a JHSC education training program meeting Reg. criteria 
before designation (unless they served on a construction 
site committee within past 12 months) (in other words, 
can’t be taken after designation) (OHS Act, Sec. 14.5); and 
iii. Health and safety reps. at construction sites have taken 
a JHSC education training program meeting Reg. criteria 
before designation (unless they served on a construction 
site committee within past 12 months) (OHS Act, Sec. 17.1); 
iv. Approved training must be delivered by WorkSafeNB 
or a certified trainer, last at least 3 days and cover topics 
listed in Sec. 17(2) of Reg; v. Worker must receive dated 
certification from WorkSafeNB upon successful completion 
of training (Training & Designated Trades Reg., Secs. 2-4).   

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR: i. If 50 or more workers 
at workplace, employer must provide and pay for training 
of committee members (OHS Act, Sec. 38.1(1)); ii. If 10 to 
49 workers, employer must provide and pay for training of 
committee co-chairs (OHS Act, Sec. 38.1(2)); iii. If less than 
10 workers, employer shall provide and pay for training of 
health and safety rep. (OHS Act, Sec. 41); iv. In all cases, 
training must meet WorkplaceNL criteria.

NOVA SCOTIA: Sec. 13(1)(c) of OHS Act requires 
employer to provide “such additional training of committee 
members or the representative as may be prescribed by 
the regulations.” However, the regulations don’t prescribe 
any special training for JHSC members or reps.—although 
such training is recommended by govt. guidelines. 

ONTARIO: i. Employer or constructor must ensure at least 
one committee member representing workers and one 
representing management are certified, i.e., successfully 

complete certification training (OHS Act, Sec. 9(12)); 
ii. Exception: Certification not required at construction 
projects with fewer than 50 regularly employed workers or 
that are expected to last less than 3 months (OHS Act, Sec. 
9(14)); iii. Certification not required for health and safety 
reps.—although employer or constructor must ensure 
reps. gets training necessary to perform their functions 
effectively (OHS Act, Sec. 8(5.1)); iv. Certification training 
must be provided by approved trainer and consist of 2 
parts: Part 1, 19.5 hours of general training; and Part 2, 13 
hours for trainees to apply concepts of hazard recognition, 
assessment, and control, and evaluation of hazard controls 
to at least 6 specific workplace hazards; v. Certification 
must be renewed at least once every 3 years by completing 
approved refresher training course of at least 6.5 hours.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND: Sec. 12(2)(c) of OHS Act 
requires employer to provide “such additional training 
of committee members as may be prescribed by the 
regulations.” However, the regulations don’t prescribe any 
special training for JHSC members—although such training 
is recommended by govt. guidelines. 

QUÉBEC: OHS Act and regs. don’t address training of 
JHSC members or health and safety reps. other than to say 
that a safety rep. may take time off work to participate in 
approved training programs without loss of pay (no such 
parallel provision for JHSC members) (OHS Act, Sec. 91).

SASKATCHEWAN: i. Employer must ensure reps. get 
training on their functions and duties; ii. Employer or 
contractor must ensure committee co-chairs get training on 
their functions and duties; iii. In addition to above training, 
employer or contractor must let a committee member or 
rep. that provides reasonable notice up to 5 working days 
per year to attend OHS training programs, seminars or 
courses (OHS Regs., Sec. 46) with no loss of pay or benefits; 
Govt. guidelines also recommend that alternate co-chairs 
also get training in their functions and duties. 

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES/NUNAVUT: i. Employer 
must ensure committee co-chairs get training in committee 
functions and duties and health and safety reps. get training 
in a rep.’s functions and duties (OHS Regs., Sec. 51); ii. JHSC 
members, co-chairs and reps. can attend training courses, 
programs or seminars without loss of pay or benefits, as 
long as training is provided by WSCC or WSCC-approved 
provider; iii. WSCC Guidelines 6.4.1 recommend that 
alternate co-chairs also get training in their functions and 
duties.

YUKON: Employer must orientate committee co-chairs 
and health and safety reps. to their functions and duties 
within 90 days of selection and let them participate in a 
government-approved training course as soon as such a 
course is available to them after their selection [OHS Act, 
Sec. 14].
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Waste 
Management  
Feb. 28: New agricultural waste 
management regulations take 
effect. Highlights:
�� New rules for storage and use 

of manure and other nutrients 
and materials that can flow into 
watercourses and groundwater

�� Ban on direct discharges
�� Mandatory nutrient-

management planning
�� Increased monitoring in high-risk 

areas
�� Recordkeeping requirements. 

Climate Change
Feb. 4: That was the deadline to 
submit online comments on Yukon’s 
proposed carbon price rebate program. 
Highlights: 
�� Individual rebates to be paid in 4 annual 

installments while group rebates paid in 
single lump sum

�� First payment to be made in Oct. 2019
�� Business tax rebates based on weighting 

of assets that either consume or displace 
consumption of fossil fuels with the latter 
leading to a larger rebate. 

BC

YT
Drugs & Alcohol  
Jan. 22: Under its new 
agreement with the federal 
government, the GNWT will get 
$500,000 in Emergency Treatment 
Fund funding (+ $266,171 it will pay 
out of its own pocket) for opioid and 
substance use treatment and prevention 
activities, including enhanced access to 
opioid agonist therapy and education 
and training.   

NT

Workers’ Comp
March: Proposed policy changes the 
WSCC is planning to take up at its 
upcoming governance meeting pertain to: : 
�� Policy 02.05, Reporting Payroll
�� Policy 02.06, Account Registration. 

NU

OHS 
Enforcement
Jan.: After reaching an all-time 
high last year at $1.41 million 
(the first year of over $1 
million), total OHS penalties 
declined slightly in fiscal year 
2018-19 to $1.24 million. 
But while prosecutions and 
convictions were down, penalty 
ranges increased. Translation: 
OHS fines are as high as 
they’ve ever been.  

SK
OHS 
Consultants 
Jan. 16: ‘Looking to hire an 
OHS consultant? Check out 
the handy new booklet from 
Safemanitoba.com that 
lists the credentials to look 
for and even the questions 
to ask while interviewing 
prospective consultants.   

MB

Medical Marijuana 
March 1: That’s the effective date of new WSIB Policy 17-01-10 
providing for limited workers’ comp coverage of  medical marijuana 
as a last resort treatment for the following work-related conditions: 
�� Neuropathic pain
�� Spasticity from spinal cord injury
�� Chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting
�� HIV or AIDS-related loss of appetite 
�� Pain and other symptoms in palliative care.

ON

Psychological 
Harassment  
Jan. 1: Effective this day, 
employers must implement 
policies to prevent and 
investigate complaints of 
psychological harassment. 

QC

WorkplaceNL 
Jan.: If you’re not already doing 
so, you’ll have to start using all of 
WorkplaceNL’s online services by the end 
of the year, including connect to submit 
your Annual Employer Statements since 
the agency will no longer send out paper 
forms. You can also use connect to: file 
injury reports and early and safe return to 
work plans; request clearance; and access 
account information, reports and statistics. 

NL

Workers’ Comp  
Jan. 1: New rules expanding 
workers’ comp coverage for 
firefighters took effect. Highlights:
�� Coverage for volunteer firefighters
�� Presumption that heart injuries 

suffered by fire inspectors or 
firefighters within 24 hours of 
responding to an emergency is 
work-related

�� Exclusion of firefighters from 
employer return-to-work 
obligations

�� List of other diseases presumed 
work-related for fire inspectors or 
firefighters.

PE

OHS Harmonization
Jan.: Nova Scotia is the second 
province to announce plans 
to harmonize its OHS regulations in 
accordance with national standards. 
Manitoba was the first. Provisions 
affected: first aid kit contents, eye, face, 
foot and hearing protection and personal 
flotation devices.  

NS

Return-To-Work
Jan. 16: WorkSafeNB’s 
deficient procedures are 
prolonging the return to work 
process, according to a new 
auditor general report. 

NB

Respiratory Protection 
Jan.: Proposed changes to OHS Regs. (Secs. 12.7 and 12.8) would 
create new safety requirements for respiratory protection not listed 
in NIOSH Certified Equipment List (current rules cover only NIOSH-listed 
equipment) including the rule that exposure against chemical, biological, 
radiological and nuclear (CBRN) that may be used in a terrorist attack 
meet CSA Z1610 covering respiratory protection for first responders.  

Trucking Safety 
March 1: That’s the effective date of new entry-
level safety training for Class 1 and Class 2 drivers 
adopted in the wake of the Humboldt Broncos hockey 
team bus tragedy. Drivers getting a Class 1 or Class 2 
licence between now and then will have to take the new 
enhanced knowledge and road test (at government 
expense) when it goes into effect in March.   

FED

AB

Month In Review
A roundup of new legislation, regulations, 
government announcements, court cases and 
arbitration rulings.
Visit OHSInsider.com for the complete  
Month-In-Review.

http://www.wscc.nt.ca/sites/default/files/documents/Website%20Stakeholder%20Engagement%20-%20Policy%2002.05%2C%20Reporting%20Payroll%20-%20EN.pdf
http://www.wscc.nt.ca/sites/default/files/documents/Website%20Stakeholder%20Engagement%20-%20Policy%2002.06%2C%20Account%20Registration%20-%20EN.pdf
https://www.safemanitoba.com/Page%20Related%20Documents/resources/GD_Hiring%20an%20OHS%20Consultant_19SWMB.pdf
https://www.agnb-vgnb.ca/content/dam/agnb-vgnb/pdf/Reports-Rapports/2018V2/Chap3e.pdf
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ASK THE EXPERT
What Is OHS Harmonization?    
QUESTION

What is OHS harmonization and which OHS requirements 
does it affect?  

ANSWER

“Harmonization” means establishing uniform OHS 
standards across the country in the interest of making 
compliance easier, especially for companies that have 
operations in multiple jurisdictions or otherwise engage 
in interprovincial business. The concept was agreed to in 
the recent negotiations on removing interprovincial trade 
barriers. 

To achieve harmonization, provinces will have to modify 
their current OHS regulations in accordance with agreed-
to standards—the way Canada had to revise WHMIS to 
meet GHS standards. Last November, Manitoba became 
the first province to take the plunge. Nova Scotia soon 
followed. Expect others to do so shortly. The first round of 
OHS harmonization will impose uniform standards for: 

 � First aid kits and certification;

 �  Eye, face, foot, hearing and respiratory protection; and

 � Personal flotation devices. 

How to Create a Testing Policy for Workers 
Exposed to Lead   
QUESTION

Our company (in Ontario) needs to have our employees 
tested for lead count. Do you have a written policy on this? 

ANSWER

Although testing policies are complex and don’t come in a 

one-size-fits-all model, what I can do is outline what they 
should include for both organic and inorganic lead: 

 � Pre-placement medical testing;

 � Periodic testing at frequency to be determined on bases 
of pre-placement testing and other medical records;

 � Testing after acute exposure;

 � Exit testing;

 � Stipulation of clinical tests to be used for each stage of 
testing; and

 � Stipulation of the criteria/levels calling for the worker’s 
removal from exposure (or other actions to protect the 
worker).

If you want to see the clinical details for each of these items, 
go to the Ontario MOL website and look up the guidelines 
on Medical Surveillance Programs for lead under the OHS 
Designated Substances Reg. (Reg 490/09), which by the 
way, also work outside Ontario.

Can Workers Have Themselves Tested In Lieu 
of Reasonable Cause Testing?

QUESTION

We asked a worker to take a drug test due to reasonable 
suspicion of substance use on site and he refused. Days 
later, he gave us the results (negative, of course) of a test 
that he had done at his own expense and on his own time. 
Do we have to accept his test as meeting our own for-cause 
testing policy?

ANSWER
No.

Explanation: 

The only possible exception would be if your drug testing 
policy specifically allows workers to do their own testing. 
But that’s highly unlikely given the importance of employers’ 
controlling the testing to ensure a fair and honest result. 
The other problem, of course, is the timing. Even if the 
worker’s own testing was carried out properly and fairly, 
the negative result doesn’t show he was clean at the time 
of the reasonable suspicion justifying the testing. 

The one caveat: You need to be sure you actually did have 
reasonable suspicion and took the necessary measures 
to initiate testing in accordance with your testing policy. 
If so, you probably have grounds to discipline the worker 
for refusing to submit to testing at the time as your policy 
requires.

EHS COMPLIANCE
How Courts Determine Whether Companies Exercised Due 
Diligence
Waterfowl died after landing on an Alberta oil company’s tailing pond containing hazardous substances, including bitumen. 
The company was convicted of violations under federal and Alberta environmental law for failing to store a hazardous 
substance so that it didn’t come into contact with animals. The court rejected the company’s due diligence defence, ruling 
that  it failed to take all reasonable steps to prevent waterfowl from contacting the hazardous substances [R. v. Syncrude 
Canada Ltd.]. 

The Problem

A company charged with violating an environmental 
law can avoid liability by showing that it exercised “due 
diligence”—that is, took all reasonable efforts to comply 
with the law and prevent the violation. One of the best ways 
to make informed decisions about the specific measures 
required to establish due diligence is to review what other 
companies did right and wrong in actual court cases in 
which due diligence was the main issue. The Syncrude case 
is an excellent example of what courts look at in deciding if 
a particular company exercised due diligence.

The Explanation

Due diligence is a concept, not a specific formula. The 
question of whether a defendant exercised due diligence 
gets answered one case at a time on the basis of the 
specific facts involved. But what all due diligence cases 
have in common are the factors the courts look at to 
evaluate a company’s due diligence defence. All of these 
factors played a role in the Syncrude case, including:

Gravity of the effect

The more severe the potential harm from non-compliance, 
the greater the efforts a company must make to prevent 
it. The court said that severe contamination with bitumen 
has deadly consequences for waterfowl and even relatively 
mild contamination can have serious long-term adverse 
consequences.

Complexity of compliance

Experts at the trial testified that deterring birds from the 
tailings pond is complex, requiring a high level of expertise. 
For example, the pond in question was the size of about 
640 football fields and located under major migratory 
flyways. The court concluded that the company needed 
expertise to effectively manage the risk to wildlife. But the 
team that was overseeing the bird deterrence program had 
no formal training in managing wildlife.

Preventive system

The company had planned to implement a system to deter 
birds using sound cannons and human effigies starting 
April 1, depending on the weather and arrival of birds. But 

when the birds landed on the pond on April 28, the sound 
cannons hadn’t yet been deployed on the pond’s perimeter. 
In addition, the company didn’t have enough cannons to 
space them 240 metres apart as called for by its plan. 

Alternative solutions

The court found that there was “no real industry standard 
for bird deterrence.” But it noted that oversight of the bird 
deterrence system by people with appropriate training, 
more comprehensive written procedures and earlier 
implementation of the system were “reasonable and 
feasible alternatives” to the company’s approach.

Foreseeability

The company argued that the incident was unforeseeable 
because unusual weather conditions prevented it from 
deploying its bird deterrence system earlier. But the 
court wasn’t swayed.  Adverse weather in early April isn’t 
uncommon. Plus, bad weather makes it more likely that 
birds will land. So the company should have anticipated 
that bad weather might occur and deployed the deterrence 
system earlier.

Bottom line: The court concluded that the company didn’t 
establish a proper system to ensure that wildlife wouldn’t  
be contaminated in the tailings pond or take reasonable 
steps to ensure the effective operation of that system.

The Lesson

As the court in Syncrude said, companies aren’t required to 
show that they took all possible steps to avoid liability or 
to “achieve a standard of perfection or show superhuman 
efforts.” They are, however, required to prove that they 
have proper EHS systems and that they took all reasonable 
steps to ensure the effective operation of these systems. 
Thus, you and your fellow officers and directors must 
ensure that the company has an EHS system that works 
effectively to comply with all environmental requirements 
and adequately protect the environment.

Show Your Lawyer

R. v. Syncrude Canada Ltd., [2010] ABPC 229 (CanLII), June 
25, 2010

https://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abpc/doc/2010/2010abpc229/2010abpc229.pdf
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IN THE NEWS
Employer Must Investigate 
Employee’s Workplace Violence 
Complaint 

A government employee claimed her 
supervisors were subjecting her to 
workplace violence citing their criticism 
for dumping work on co-workers, 
gradual removal of her responsibilities 
and constant reassignment to different 
cubicles. The employer concluded that 
the supervisors weren’t engaging in 
violence but legitimately exercising 
their legitimate rights to manage the 
employee’s performance. But MOL 
official called in to investigate said 
that the claim had some merit and 
ordered the agency to do a full internal 
investigation. The agency appealed 
citing the potential disruption and 
psychological harm an investigation 
would involve but the OHS Tribunal 

upheld the order requiring the agency 
to go through with the investigation 
[Canadian Food Inspection Agency v. 
Public Service Alliance of Canada, 2018 
OHSTC 16 (CanLII), Nov. 30, 2018]. 

Unprofessional, Yes, But 
Supervisor’s Conflict with Aide Is 
Not Harassment

It was hate at first sight between a 
dietary aide and her supervisor. Their 
enmity and bickering continued for 
years, creating incident after incident 
and resulting in the aide’s discipline. 
The aide claimed harassment but 
the arbitrator would have none of 
it. The failure of each to set aside 
their differences and work together 
wasn’t harassment; it was simply 
unprofessional. It was a two-way 
street in which the aide gave as good 
as she got. And it was based on a 

personality conflict rather than any of 
the personal characteristics, e.g., race, 
sex, sexual orientation, protected by 
discrimination law [CUPE, Local 1259 
v Whitehills Long Term Care Centre 
Limited, 2018 CanLII 125881 (NS LA), 
Dec. 21, 2018]. 

Energy Company Fined $1.775 
Million for Migratory Bird Offence

Wildlife enforcement officers received 
a report that 31 great blue herons 
were dead as a result of exposure to 
bitumen at Syncrude Canada’s Mildred 
Lake facility. And now Syncrude 
has pleaded guilty to one charge of 
depositing or permitting the deposit 
of a substance harmful to migratory 
birds in violation of the Migratory Birds 
Convention Act and been fined $1.775 
million [Syncrude Canada Ltd., Govt. 
Press Release, Jan. 3, 2019].     

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/ohstc/doc/2018/2018ohstc16/2018ohstc16.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/ohstc/doc/2018/2018ohstc16/2018ohstc16.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nsla/doc/2018/2018canlii125881/2018canlii125881.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nsla/doc/2018/2018canlii125881/2018canlii125881.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nsla/doc/2018/2018canlii125881/2018canlii125881.html

